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Sex offenders live on, near campus
No policy to prevent Level I offenders from living on campus
by Bob Kirkpatrick
Staff reporter
Three Level I sex offenders
enrolled at Central Washington
University this fall and are living in
student housing, according to the
Kittitas County Sheriff's Office.
Central officials say there is no
policy in existence nor can one be

drafted to restrict individuals from living on campus if they are enrolled in
the university. While the law would
allow police to inform people living
nearby, Central's police chief said
they hadn't done so because they
don't think these individuals present a
danger.
"Based on the determination of the
Department of Corrections and their

parole officers, we do not believe
these individuals pose a threat at this
time," Steve Rittereiser said.
Still, students said they're worried.
"That's really scary," said Silvia
Ramirez, freshman undecided and
resident of Beck Hall. "I knew there
were sexual offenders on campus. But
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see OFFENDERS, page 3

Safe Ride
program to
be transferred
Program to be run by
safety department
beginning in January
by Bridget Pechtel
Staff reporter

-

Central Washington University's Safe Ride
program is being transferred from the Wellness
Center to the Department of Public Safety and
Police Services, but students will not notice
changes in the services provided, administrators
say.
The administrative changes will become effective starting Jan. 1, with a complete transfer of
supervision to the safety department.
Within a few years, the Safe Ride program will
be a transportation
system, taking students from campus
areas to the downtown
community. Students
will not see an
increase in their
tuition, but the current
$3 fee will continue
each quarter.
The changes are
On Dec. 2
taking place because
the Observer
there currently is no
will look at the
direct supervision of
the
drivers,
and
price of
because
the
program
partying at
is a public safety serCentral. We'll
vice. It will now be
explore the
directly under the
·party scene and safety department,
according to Police
its impacts.
Chief
Steve
Rittereiser, director of
Central's public safety division.
"Currently Safe Ride is under the Wellness
Center, but no one there works after 5 p.m., unless
they're doing a program," he said. "The safety
department has people who work at night that can
supervise the drivers."
,.
The changes will not affect the student drivers,
who will remain with the program once the
administration has been transferred. The drivers
will be given Nextel cell phones that also work as
two-way radios to contact each other, as well as
the public safety department, if necessary.
Safety concerns for the student drivers were
also taken into consideration when the changes
were first being discussed. Nicole Otto, a health

see SAFE RIDE, page 5

Michael Bennett/Observer

The Central Washington University volleyball team celebrates match point in a victory over St. Martin's College
Saturday night. The team finished the regular season a perfect 26-0. See Sports, page 12 for more.

Panel addresses meth problem
by Danny Bergman
Staff reporter
Methamphetamine-related crimes and use
are on the rise in Kittitas County.
In 2001, 1886 meth labs and dump sites
were reported throughout the state of
Washington, which has been labeled the "meth
lab capital of the country." Many of these labs
ar.e east of the Cascades.
A town meeting was held Nov. 10 at
Ellensburg High School to discuss the issue.
Three panels spoke at the meeting. The first
was a panel of detectives who talked about the
crime that's involved with the use of methamphetamine. The director of Environmental
Health in Kittitas County was also present. The
second was a panel of former meth users who
talked about their experiences with the drug and

how they overcame it. The last panel was composed of people representing the recovering
aspect of meth use such as rehabilitation.
Burglary is one of the crimes being linked to
meth use.
"Criminals are growing smarter," said
Detective Serge.ant Bill DeHaven.
He reported that criminals are starting to ,
take their time when they rob houses and are
even committing the crimes in broad daylight.
The detectives suggest that every person
mark their valuables and record the serial numbers. The police have a hard time getting stolen
goods back to the rightful owners when they
have no way to prove that it's theirs.
John Wolpers III, environmental health
director, went over the procedures taken when a

see METH, page 4
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Yugoslavian refugee finds cause in America
by Tieh-Pai Chen
Photographer

Popovic recalls. His mother was a
a year and astonishingly found out the
Bosnian nuclear physicist and his
school's library glued shut some classics of literature, like Mark Twain,
father was a Serbian physician.
All Djordje Popovic had was a
Life was good until Josip Broz
because those books were considered
"immoral."
Tito, the former leader of Yugoslavia,
small suitcase and a former
died in 1980. Under Tito, Yugoslavia.
"I knew many bad things happened
Yugoslavian flag gripped tightly in his
hand. He was heading toward
was a federal republic formed by six
in this country, like racism and slavadjourning states where different ethic
ery; but I also knew there were many
Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia, where
groups and religions coexisted peacebeautiful things, like Jazz and democthousands of people, despite their difracy," Popovic said. "Before I went
ferent ethnicities, protested against
fully. However, Tito's death led to a
. there, I thought America was like New
Slobeden Milosovic and the impendlong-lasting power struggle between
York."
ing war the dictator intended to bring.
several dictators. When Milosevic
ascended the throne, the country colUnlike other political activists, who
It was 1989, and Popovic, currently
only pay attention to the affairs within
working for the Diversity Education
lapsed into different states. The
their own countries, Popovic is even
Center after graduating from Central
breakup of the nation made the 16more active after his coming to the
as a philosophy and Russian major,
year-old Popovic .no longer a
Yugoslavian-which was how he
United States.
was 16.
He organized a
"I'm not going anywhere without
identified himpetition in
my flag," the 16-year-old Serbian boy
self his entire
·shouted, after the family's housekeeper life-but rather a
Ellensburg to
oppose the miliwrested his flag away. Popovic and
Serb.
"I chose to
tary intervention
this middle-aged, warm-hearted
believe people
and more than
woman's discussion came to a stale300 cosignatories
mate; protesters were kissing and hugwere not gonna
go for it [war]. If
showed their supging each other on the street to prove
you look up at
port.
they would not fight against each
"The similarity
other. Then there was the sound of
.the city
[Sarajevo], yoli
between Bush and
gunfire. The Serbian snipers who had
Milosovic is that
surrounded Sarajevo for weeks started
could always see
shooting toward the anti-war crowd.
a Jewish synathey both try to
create fictional
The war began in the most unexpected gogue, a
Djordje
· way; countless people died.
Christian church,
enemies and
a Catholic
declare fictitious
Flash forward to New York City,
Popovic
wars, which
2004. bn one side stood Popovic and a Cathedral and a
demand a strong
Muslim
myriad of marchers who spent days
Mosque," Popovic said. "No one
figure to address the problem immediopposing President George W. Bush
ately. They both demand unquestioned
believed we would start fighting
and the Republican National
military actions, and the perpetual state
Convention; on the other side were the against each other."
of crisis keeps them in power,"
police, with full gear, eyeing them
Deciding not to fight for one dictaPopovic said, with a huge rainbow
tor-against another dictatorwith hostility. That scene made
color, implying multi-culture, flag sayPopovic planned to escape. The probPopovic remember the dictatorlem was, draft-aged men needed a spe- ing "PACE"-which means peace in
indticed war of former Yugoslavia, his
cial permission from the military to go Italian-hanging on the wall in his
mother country. The police began
Diversity Education center office.
overseas. So, he pretended to be a
arresting protesters in order to get
"I don't have to speculate on
compliant young man who obeyed all
them out of the streets, but Popovic
Bush's ideology, ·because I have seen ·
the orders. But he also kept in touch
was lucky enough to scuttle away
that-it's war, tragedy, and suffering. I
with an American journalist, Erin
because most of the people in New
cannot be protesting against Milosevic
Condit, whom Popovic had guided.
York City supported the march.
For Popovic's good behavior, the mili- without seeing and ignoring Bush for
"The police almost caught me, but
doing the same things," Popovic said.
tary allowed him to leave the country
people working in the Victoria Secret
''The problem is not particularly the
when he applied to visit Hungary for
just helped me and hid me in the
justice here or there, but is the justice
some personal affairs for "only a
store," Popovice recalled.
itself."
weekend."
No one is born an activist, nor was
Given his upbringing, Popovic said
Not until several years after he
Popovic, a German-born Yugoslavian
working
as a program coordinator for
escaped to the United State, under the
who was raised in Belgrade, the capithe
Diversity
Education Center is the
help
of
Condit,
did
he
ever
return.
tal of former Yugoslavia. However, as
perfect job for him. His goal is to
However, America-the land of
everyone is haunted by their past, who
bring different perspectives to campus
freedom-was not quite what he
Popovic is and what he does now are
expected, especially after he attended a and he has implemented many proinfluenced by his prior life.
grams such as foreign documentary
Christian fundamental high school for
His childhood was lovely, as

~ ·~j

''

I have this
instinctive
appreciation for
multiculturalism.

''

photo courtesy of Djordje Popovic

Djordje Popovic protested against the Republican Nation
Convention this summer in New York City.
film discussions, speakers' series on

tortures in the United States and the
upcoming Taiko performance.
"I have this instinctive appreciation
of multiculturalism. For me, it's not
just an abstract concept; it's something
I actually have seen. I saw the best of
it-the possibility it can lead to; but I
also saw the worst of it-the tragedy
and suffering when political powers
try to step in," Popovic said, looking
over at the "No to Bush Agenda"
poster on his wall. "That's why I'm
doing what I'm doing now."
Popovic said his job is all about
empowering people, and pushing them
to believe they can do something to
make a difference.

"I see my job as to give the microphone and the access to the stage to
those historically disfranchised people,
and let them be able to say what they
want to say," Popovic said. "You're
not gonna achieve multiculturalism by
siylply throwing different cultures
together. It's about bringing different
perspectives to people."
Just a few days, ago Popovic
voted for the president of the United
State as an American citizen for the
first time in his life.
Bush's re-election to the presidency, of course, disappointed him. But
Popovic soon accepted the result and
clipped an anti-Bush pin on his right
side of sweater.
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OFFENDERS: Law enforcement, courts
can't tell them where to live or work
I didn't know they were living in student housing."
Stacy
Klippenstein, Central's
director of housing, said Central doesn't have a writtefi policy established
regarding the prevention of Level I
sex offenders residing in student
housing because the law won't allow
their identities to be revealed.
"However, students who want to
live on campus must sign a contract
which asks if they have been convicted of a crime," he said. "But unless
they've admitted to the fact they are
sexual offenders, Central would not
be privy to the information until the
university is contacted by law
enforcement agencies or parole officers regarding placement."
Even then there are limits to the
amount of information that can be
divulged, he said.
The only recourse the university
has, Klippenstein said, is if the school
discovers the application a student
filed has been falsified - especially if
it doesn't reveal the fact they are classified as a sexual offender. Only then
can the university evict a student for
breach of contract, which Klippenstein
said has happened in the past.
Klippenstein has not indicated at
this point in time, any students in violation of their housing agreement.
Jen Bridges, senior religion major
who lives in Moore Hall, said she
thinks the fact that sex offenders can
live on campus is "really creepy, especially since I live in a coed dorm. But

I believe in second chances. Still, people should be more informed."
In 2003 there were four sexual
assaults reported to campus police,
according to the most recent annual
crime report.
Sexual assault victimizations are
highest among young adults between
the ages of 16 and 19, low income
individuals and urban residents.
That's why officials at Central's
Wellness Center join with colleges
and universities across the nation to
put on a program called the "Red
Zone." The program is a pro-active
awareness campaign designed to
inform freshmen women of when they
are the most vulnerable.
"The first six weeks of school we
see the highest incidents of sexual
assaults," said Nicole Dunn, health
educator at Central. "We also see the
highest minor in possession and
drinking incidents."
Young women far from home for
the first time are the most vulnerable,
she said, because they are out from
under parental supervision, which
results in experimenting with alcohol
and sex for the first time, she said.
To fend off an assailant, Dunn suggests taking self-defense classes
offered by the Wellness Center, which
"builds confidence and awareness."
Currently there is no preventative program offered by the center for single
mothers to learn about the danger
signs of child molesters.
When sex offenders re-enter a

''

People get upset
when they know
a registered sex
offender is
living in their
neighborhood.

''

Darren Higashiyama
Kittitas County
Sheriffs Office
community, neither law enforcement
agencies nor the courts have the
power to tell them where to live or
work, unless they are on probation.
After an offender is released from
prison, he or she usually returns to the
same county of residence in which
they lived when the crime was committed because they often have family
support there.
Although there is not much in the
way of prevention methods allowed
by the legal system, the 1990
Community Protection Act allows the
Kittitas County Sheriff's Office to
inform residents within local communities when sex offenders or kidnappers re-establish residency.

However, authorities are still limited to the amount of information they
can release based on the level of
offense committed.
They can't reveal the name or
crime committed by a Level I offender, but they can inform individuals living near the area. For Level II and
Level III sex offenders and kidnappers, law enforcement can release
additional information regarding
crimes committed and the area in
which the offenders live, if law
enforcement believes they are a danger to their communities.
"With Level II and Level III
offenders, I will sometimes go houseto-house in neighborhoods where they
will reside,'' said Deputy Darren
Higashiyama of the Kittitas County
Sheriff's Office. "Some other options
would be placing articles in the Daily
Record, ·notify scho.ols and daycare
centers if their victims were children."
The police do not give out complete addresses of the perpetrators for
fear of repercussions against them.
"People get upset when they know
a registered sex offender is living in
their neighborhood," Higashiyama
said. "We don't want them egging or
burning down their houses."
Monitoring the movements and
activities of an· registered sex offenders in Kittitas County is quite taxing
as Higashiyama is the only law
enforcement agent assigned to keep
an eye on all of them.
Higashiyama does however enlist

the support of Central's Campus
Police Department to help spread the
word when predators pose a threat to
the university population. Rittereiser,
Central's police chief, said the department follows the guidelines put out by
the Washington Association of
Sheriff's and Police Chiefs and will
notify the appropriate students if they
believe there's a threat.
The victims of registered sex
offenders are not only women and
men but adolescents and children as
well. This is of major concern to students who have small children who
are residing on or near campus.
"I had no idea they were allowed
in student housing," said Marti
Osborn, print journalism major, post
baccalaureate and mother of a 3-yearold son. "How can anyone feel secure
in campus housing?"
Currently, 72 registered sex
offenders live in Kittitas County, 32 of
whom live within a five-mile radius of
campus. Of those 32, three are classified as Level II and three are classified as. Level III offenders.
"There are so many offenders out
there that we don't know about, we
are lucky to have only three Level
Ills," Higashiyama said. "If they didn't come in and register after they are
released from custody, I wouldn't
even know they are in the county."
For more information contact
Deputy Higashiyama with the Kittitas
County Sheriff's Office at 205 W. 5th
Street in Ellensburg.
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Departments come together for
International Education Week

Police Briefs
compiled by Jennifer Turner
News editor
Medical research-a-thon
Nov. 9 -Teanaway North
It was reported that a 45-yearold male, with a history of heart
problems, was not clammy and
breathing regularly, after having
smoked marijuana for the last 12
hours.
Van Wilder spotted
Nov. 9 - West 9th Avenue
It was reported that a man was
seen recklessly driving a golf cart
on the sidewalk, even driving on
two wheels at times.
Big bang query
Nov. 10- Cleman Road
Around 1 am the reporting
party had seen a bright yellow
light and a loud bang, while looking northeast near Kittitas.
Pre-packaged beef
Nov. 11 - Reecer Creek Road
The reporting party called to
notify police that there was a cow
in a field, eating a plastic bag.
Hello, India? No? click ...
Nov. 12 -North Iowa Street
After a 911 hang-up, it ·was
reported that the male subject had
been attempting to dial India.
Now that's an unfortunate
set of events
Nov. 12 - Broadway Avenue
It was reported that an 80-yearold female had a high fever, was
vomiting and had diarrhea.

' Help, I've fallen ...
Nov. 12 - Mountain View
Road
A 96-year-old woman reportedly called in because she had fallen
and needed assistance getting up.
Bang the drum slowly
Nov. 12 - SR 903, Cle Elum
The reporting party called to
notify police that they would be
having a Native American gathering and there would be the sound
of a drum noise throughout the
night.
She-Mail
Nov. 13 - Cove Road
The reporting party called in to
report a theft. They had observed
a woman in a Subaru stealing the
contents of six mailboxes along
the roadway, over the past three
hours.
Bringing home some bitches
Nov. 14 - First Street
The reporting party called from
a motel because a chow mix and a
black lab had followed a customer
in. Both dogs were reported as
being friendly.
Francisco strikes ~gain
Nov. 15 - Dodge Road
The reporting party called for
his friend who does not speak
English to report that someone had
been using his credit card illegally.
Getting banged in the trailer
Nov. 15 - 15th Avenue
The reporting party called
because they heard a loud bang on
the side of their trailer.

by Sean McPherson
Staff reporter

The Pacific Northwest is filled
with a diverse ethnic and cultural population. People of many races reside
in and visit Washington, including
here in Ellensburg. This week Central
,Washington University celebrates the
many cultures that inhabit our world
by hosting events in honor of
International Education Week.
The events are sponsored and conducted by departments around campus, including the Diversity
Education Center, Department of
Foreign Languages, Office of
International Studies and Programs,
University Housing and New Student
Programs, Admissions Office and the
International Student Association.
Abby Peirce, junior elementary
and special education majors, is interested in learning more about other
cultures. She is currently planning to

go on an exchange program to France.
She also expresses interest in attending some of the programs this week,
including International Cuisine Night,
saying one reason to go is the is free
food.
Although many of the events have
already passed, there are still plenty of
events that will be going on today and
tomorrow. The Material World and
photo contest displays will run today
through Friday. All of the events for
International Education Week are free
to attend.
Today there are four events,
including the last of the Brown Bag
Sessions, which is hosted by the
Department of Foreign Language.
The last event, the Faculty Panel on
International Opportunities, will be
going on at noon in the Samuelson
Union Building's Yakama Room.
Also, at 6:30 p.m the International
Student Association is putting on an
International Cuisine Night in the

Michaelson cooking lab. Attendees
will actually witness the food preparation before they eat it. The recipes
come from various cultures, such as
those found in Southeast Asia and
China.
At 6 p.m. tomorrow night in the
Music Education Building there will
be International Education Week's
final event, Seattle Kokon Taiko, a
Japanese-American group that does
drum performances. .
International Education Week was
started nationally in 2000. Both the
Department of State and Department
of Education put on the week long
event as an effort to promote issues
related to the education of international studies, including encouraging students to study abroad in a foreign
exchange program. For more information on the national program for
International Education Week, visit
the
Web
site
at
http://exchanges.state.gov/iew/.

METH: Panels present tips
go over what things you need to be

continued from 1 looking for.
meth lab is discovered. He urged
rental property owners to make sure
they know what's going on inside
their homes. When a lab is discovered the house is condemned and
stripped of everything that has been
in some sort of contact with the
chemicals or fumes of the lab.
Sometimes this even calls for the
house to be completely torn down.
Wolpers stressed this to property
owners because in most cases the
labs are at rentals and the criminals
don't own the house the lab is in.
The detectives closed their panel
by suggesting that neighborhoods
start a watch group so that they
know what's going on in their area.
An officer can come talk to the
group, if requested. The officer will

The recovering addict panel consisted of three middle-aged people.
Jeff, a former user had been
involved with drugs since he was
six. He eventually became an alcoholic and lost his family due to his
abuse. He then turned to using meth
and quit all other drugs including
alcohol.
"The only time in my life I didn't
drink alcohol was when I was using
meth," Jeff said.
His life continued to get worse
when he lost his job. He managed to
get a job trafficking drugs and was
paid in meth. At one point he had
stayed up for 28 days straight.
"Meth produced a sense of
euphoria in my life," Jeff said.
He was eventually busted and

ended up serving time. He stressed
the need for people to realize that
drug addiction is a disease.
"You don't shun a person with
diabetes from your family. So you
shouldn't shun a friend or family
member that's a drug abuser or an
alcoholic, that's a disease too," said
Jeff.
When the panel was through a
member of the audience asked, what
was the youngest age of a person
they had seen use meth. The panel
responded, six, eight and seven. All
of the children were being injected
with the drug by their parents.
The rehabilitation panel focused
on recovery. They talked about what
signs to look for with meth users
and how the user is unable of helping him or herself.
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Call today to schedule your appointment with Kelly
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CHECKING ACCOUNT
DEBIT CARD
ONLINE BANKING
TELEPHONE BANKING
just Two Blocks Off Campus At

101 W. University Way • 925.3000
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UniVklsity
Flu shots
available for high
risk students
Central has 400 flu
shots available for students and faculty at high
risk. The shots, which are
free for students and $10
for faculty, will be available from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
on Nov. 23 and from 12
p.m. to 1 p.m. on Nov. 24
in the Chief Owhi room.

Central recognizes National
Transgender Day
At 3 p.m. today, in the
Samuelson Union Building
:Sallroom,
the
film,
"Soldier's Girl," will be
shown.
Afterward,
Calpernia Addams will
speak and answer questions. For more information, call the Diversity
Center at 963-1368.

'Coffee for your
career' comes to
campus
The CWU Alumni
Association and Career
Services, welcome an
alumni panel of young
entrepreneurs to speak
about small business ventures at 10 a.m. on Nov. 23
in the Yakama Room.
Admission is free and
refreshments are provided
by D&M Coffee. For more
inforrnation, contact Career
Services at 963-2404
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SAFE RIDE: Change to benefit service
continued from 1
educator at the Wellness Center, feels
that these changes are for the best
when it comes to the student drivers.
"We have had a couple of our drivers physically attacked," Otto said.
"But you have to look at the clientele
we're working with-they're normally intoxicated."
Benefits to the student drivers will
include more training to handle situations like the above, first aid training,
jackets and clothing to better identity
them as employees of Safe Ride and
better vehicles.
"V{e would like to spruce up the
vehicles," Rittereiser said. "In fact,
we want to get to the point that we' re
buying our own and get bus-like vehi-

cles. We're going to ask our student
employees to help design a package
for them."
Rumors have begun to circulate
about the transfer in authority. Many
students do not understand that the
change is to benefit the service.
The service of Safe Ride will not
change on the outside, and students
will not see any of these changes.
They are mainly authoritative
changes, until the transportation system begins.
Lucas Westcoat, public relations
major and student body president, is
encouraged by the change and wants
students to understand the facts rather
than listen to the rumors.
"I hope that students recognize
that this is a beneficial change, and

that they don't stop using the service
because of false fear," Westcoat said.
"Students need to know that Safe Ride
is a s-a-f-e ride," he joked.
Otto hopes that students will see
these changes as a positive thing, not
as a way to get students into trouble.
"The biggest thing for students to
be aware of is that nothing is going to
change as far as how Safe Ride operates and the services provided," Otto
said. "There will not be police officers riding on the vans, no MIPs will
be given out. This is about getting a
better service to our students."
The future of Safe Ride will
depend on the wishes of Central's students. Through student polls and
forums, the Safety Department will
decide what the transportation system

will entail.
As it stands right now, in the next
two years, students will have a transportation system that will be available
during the day and continue to run at
n!ght.
The services currently provided
will continue, but a shuttle service
will be enacted.
"I'm excited for the changes,"
Westcoat said. "Of course I'm concerned about the safety of students,
but with parking the way it is, and the
construction on campus, it seems only
natural to move toward some type of
public transportation."
For more information about the
changes to Safe Ride contact Chief
Steve Rittereiser at crider@cwu.edu.

Holidays hard for student far from home
Jake Vancil misses
the little things
most students
close to home take
for granted
by Rachel Guillermo
Asst. Scene editor
A full tank of gas, a few good CD's
and a snack or two is what most
Central Washington University students need for a trip home. But what
about those students that don't have
the luxury of hopping in the car and
driving for just a few hours to get
home?
They get stuck wandering about
Ellensburg, trying to find something
that will fill that emptiness of home.
This feeling is more apparent around
the upcoming holiday season when
Central students have more to gain
than lose by going home.
"I miss the food!" Jake Vancil
said, while eating at the outside food
court of the SUB with a plate of
, French fries and chicken wings sitting

in front of him. Vancil picks up the
plate of food and examines it with an
expression on his face that looked as
if his dog was just run over by a car
right in front of him. "All I want is
some rice with my meal."
Vancil is from Kailua, KonaHawaii and is a junior at Central.
Vancil decided to transfer from the
University of Hawaii-Manoa last
spring quarter while he was up here
visiting his cousin who is also a student at Central.
Vancil has been coming up to
Washington ever since he was a little
kid. His grandma lives by Ellensburg
High School and he would spend
every summer up here with her and
his cousins.
On Sundays, after church, they
would go out to the Thorp Fruit stand
and pick out dozens of fruits to make
homemade jams and jellies.
"I only saw people from my high
school," Vancil said. "I lived on the
fifth floor and every room was filled
with kids I graduated with. It was like
being in high school but on a different
island."
Vancil's dark curly hair was
pushed under a black HIC surfing cap

Rachel Guillermo/Observer

Jake Vancil came to Central from the University of HawaiiManoa. "All I want is some rice with my meal," he says
to cover up the ')ust rolled out of bed
and throw on some clothes and hat"
look. A few curls stuck out of his hat.
They had a little bit of golden brown
color one can only get from spending
hours in the sun. Vancil's voice
became very quiet, almost as if unsure

of himself as he continued to talk
about home.
"I just got tired of it all and I wanted to move away," Vancil said. "But
just as much as I miss the food, I miss
spear fishing, surfing and just spending my days down at the beach."
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Now that freezing temperatures are here let's take the
necessary steps to avoid frozen water pipes:
I. Close all foundation vents. Seal all cracks and holes in the foundation or crawl space.
2. Tum off and drain outside faucets.
3. During periods of extreme cold weather, it is wise to use
the water periodically, or allow a small amount of water to run,
to maintain circulation in the water pipes.
4. If your residence is vacant for a short time, set the thermostat
high enough so the pipes won't freeze.
5. If your residence is vacant for an extended period of time,
have your water turned off at the meter by the City Water Department, at no
charge during normal working hours, so you can drain your pipes.

If your pipes should freeze, do not use an open flame to thaw the pipes, and use caution for
clearances when using space heaters. If you are unable to locate your shutoff valve to repair
broken pipes, the City Water Department will tum off you water at the meter, at no charge during
normal working hours, while the repairs are completed. It is very important only City personnel
tum off water meters, as the shutoff valve may freeze during cold weather causing it to break
easily. In order for City personnell to shut off your water in a timely fashion, make sure your
address is visible on your house and all debris is removed from the top of the water meter box.
If you have any questions, or for after hours emergency shutoff, please call the City Water

Department at 962-7230
.....

AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART

<i ~

A public service message from the City of Ellensburg Public Works Department
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY

•

The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. Only one letter a month will be accepted from an individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, Central Washington
University, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by
fax to (509) 963-1027.
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ARTIST'S EYE

Sex offenders on campus
are no reason to freak out

WOW1 LOOK AT
-rnAT

I've been at this university for a long time - believe me.
And believe me when I say it came as just as much of a shock to me
as it did to everyone to find out that sex offenders can and do live on
campus.
But, that's no reason to quit school and move home to live with mom
and dad again.
Central Washington University and Ellensburg, just like most small
universities and small towns in America, are going to have sex offenders
enrolled or living in town.
Central is a safe school. And the rural setting
helps to make it even safer.
Many of you probably don't realize how focky
you are to be able to live away from the crime of a
big city while getting your education.
When was the last time you heard about a murder in Ellensburg?
When )Vas the last time you heard about a robbery in Ellensburg?
Ben
When was the last time your car was broken
Davis
into in Ellensburg?
Yeah, I've heard about murders and robberies,
but it's been a while.
No, I've never had my car broken into.
And that's the point. Ellensburg is a safe city, and Central is a safe
campus.
I've walked alone through campus at night and drunk, and I've never
felt unsafe. Yeah, I'm not a female, but sex offenders aren't all male, and
they're not all attracted to women.
A lot of people like to criticize the Ellensburg Police and campus
police for spending too much time giving out DUis, MIPs and noise violations, and not enough time on other things, but those things are important.
Those things help keep young women safe from sexual assaults and
alcohol poisioning. Sure, an MIP might end your night, but would you
rather it end in the emergency room or the rape crisis center?
I don't live on campus. I haven't for a few years now, but I wouldn't
think twice about moving back on campus if I ever had to.
The thought that my roommate could potentially be a rapist does
bother me, but not enough to scare me away.
I know that every year women are raped and a lot don't come forward
because of the fear of embarrassment, among other things. And this
should be a wake up call to all of you that bad things can happen in this
sleepy little cow town.
We're all adults here. Those sex offenders who do live on campus
have paid their debt to society, and should be allowed to get an education.
But be sure to think before you go home with a stranger.
Ben Davis is the Observer Editor-in-Chief He can be reached at
davibenj@cwu.edu
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Healing wounds
from the election

America needs
to support its
president
Now that the historic 2004 elections are over and there was a decisive -victory for President George
W. Bush, we need to join together
as a nation and stand behind the
president we chose. States are no
longer red and blue; all are now red
white and blue.
In 1980, the Governor of
California, Ronald Reagan, went to
Washington, D.C., with an optimistic view of healing the nation.
Inflation and interest rates were in

the double digits and America has
all but lost faith in the presidency.
President Reagan was well liked
and worked hard to implement
drastic changes. That nation rallied
behind their president and we
achieved high goals.
Twenty years later, the
Governor of Texas, George W.
Bush, went to Washington after a
hotly contested election. His main
task was to gain the trust of the
people, and after a fierce competition with a very talented challenger, he received 51 percent of
the popular vote, an amount not
received since 1988.
For the next four years, we have
a President who will give us strong,
steady leadership. We know where
he stands and he never waivers. We
can look back to the wisdom on
President Reagan when he said:
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"Thanks to all of you, and with
God's help, America's greatest
chapter is still to be written, for the
best is yet to come."
Jacob Anthony Bertram
Accounting and Spanish

Free speech

Protect free
speech for
our children
A few weeks ago, I received a
John Kerry bumper sticker and put
it on my car. Not eight hours later,
a sports car passed me as I drove
down University Way with my tod-

see LETTERS, page 7

DEADLINES
Listed below are the deadlines for the Observer. The Observer office,
located in Bouillon 222, is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Submissions can be brought to the office, mailed to the Observer,
Central Washington University, Ellensburg,WA 98926 or faxed to
(509) 963-1027.

NEWS
• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events.
• Monday, 3 p.m. - Weekend sports information.
• Monday, 5 p.m. - Letters to the editor.

ADVERTISING
• Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, 5 p.m. - Classified ads.
To place advertising contact your advertisingtrepresentative, call
the Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information
to 963-1027.
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You tell
us
How do you
feel about
Colin Powell's
resign,ation
from the
Bush cabinet?

"I was not surprised·
because he's a moderate. Colin Powell lost a
lot_ of credibility under
his term in the Bush
Administration. "
- Diane Bedwell,
senior anthropology
and sociology

"Powell's resignation
shows that we should
not necessarily be there
[Iraq]. I support the
cause of the war but
don't necessarily support the war. "
·
- Abby Peirce, junior
elementary education
and special education

"The country can't
do better than what he
had been doing. It's a
great downfall for the
country."
· - Ryan Taylor,
sophomore undecided

"Before he resigned,
I felt that he might ·
because his views differ
from the rest of the
administration's. I think
it's good for his career
to separate himselffrom
the administration and
it will help his chances
for being elected later
in his career. "
- Liam Shaw, freshman undecided.

VOICING OPINIONS

Entertainment
has undermined
journalism
Has the entertainment
the news was being
world of television
reported accurately.
replaced print media as
These were reliable
the primary source for
and trustworthy people
accurate news reporting?
committed to putting
If so, then it has underthe newsworthy story
mined journalistic
first, without all the
integrity.
pomp and circumI recently read a book
stance. .
by author Neil Postman
The agenda in
Bob Kirkpatrick
entitled "Amusing
today's news is all
Staff reporter
Ourselves to Death,"
about ratings as
whi~h explores the
anchors implore their
shift from print to visual media.
audience to stay tuned for what
Postman attributes a decline of
is coming up next. The six major
reliance on print media to the
news networks-all of whom are
emergence of television, a pownow owned by big entettainment
erful medium that exploded on
conglomates-strategize to put a
the scene in the mid-20th centufamiliar face on the screen to
ry, a point with which I agree.
tune in to every day. The want to
Few could have imagined the
create a feeling of validity and
influence that TV would have on confidence in the broadcast
our society and the world as a
entertainment news industry.
whole. It marked a major shift in Such was the case during the
how the world is informed and
recent coverage of the war in
entertained.
Iraq.
The controlling influence of
CNN's anchorman Aaron
television cannot be underestiBrown, who seemed to know
mated. It designs and organizes
absolutely nothing about military
the information that is projected
operations, had to solely rely
into our living rooms. The creupon the military experts coators of TV programming and
hosting the broadcast to feed him
their sponsors then decide .what
the information he then passed
we will watch and when we will
on to the viewing audience. This
watch-it.
required no journalistic ability, in
We are informed and enterfact, it was quite obvious that he
tained simultaneously, according
was totally unprepared, and
to their prescriptions, with every- became a spectator, interpreting
thing from murder and mayhem,
visual images to his viewers.
to religion, politics, sports and
CNN's motto of the most trusted
the weather. The message being
news source lost all credibility,
communicated is becoming mud- in my opinion.
dled and confused to the point of
For nearly 250 years, print
not knowing what is truth and
media was the voice of truth and
what is fantasy. All subject matreason, as every important literal,
ter is presented as entertainment,
historical, theological and culturwhich undermines television's
al event had been recorded in
credibility.
print. The written _word had
Because religion, art, athletalways held prestige and authoriics, education, commerce and
ty over the spoken
news have transformed into
We live in a society of instant
Hollywood glitz, we are a people mashed potatoes, microwaves
on the verge-as the title of
and remote controls, where you
Postman's book suggests-amus- can have any convenience at the
ing ourselves to death.
push of a button. It has become.
The self proclaimed "news"
far too easy to flop down on the
magazine shows such as the
couch and get your entertaining
"O'Reilly Factor," "Crossfire"
news from the boob tube instead
and "Point-Counter Point" that
of from reading the newspaper.
have surfaced in the past five
Fewer and fewer people are concerned about accuracy and truth
years have become little more
telling in news reporting.
than shouting matches between
They just want their daily
conservatives and liberals.
ration of "infotainment" regardPoliticians and religious leaders
are hosting Saturday Night Live.
ing current events in order to
Integrity has become a joke and
have meaningless conversation
the message is distorted and con- around the water cooler at work
. fusing.
or the espresso stand at colleges
News anchors fit the qualifiand universities across the
cations of being attractive and
nation.
articulate, yet very few have
A very real danger presents
itself; As the reliable, proven
attended or are being required to
complete "J" school.
methods of communication
Gone are the true journalists
through printed media shift to
the entertaining world of televisuch as Chet Huntley, David
sion news broadcasting, we will
Brinkley and Walter Cronkitewho ended his broadcast with the regress to an illiterate society.
words, "And that's the way it
People become too dependent on
was." Hearing those words gave
visual images and words spoken
you a feeling of confidence that
by a friendly face.
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LETTERS
continued from 6
dler in the back seat. The car's
windows rolled down, and several
college-aged men shouted and
made obscene gestures towards me.
Shaken, I pulled over and tore off
the bumper sticker. I probably
over-reacted, but I was afraid of
additional intimidation.
In pre-World War II Germany, it
beca~e acceptable to hurl insults at
those holding a minority political,
religious, or ethnic point of view.
Gradually, violence took the place
of discourse, and fanaticism was

mistaken for patriotism.
I would urge both Democrats
and Republicans, in your homes,
neighborhoods, classrooms, and
churches to protect the freedom of
speech for all Americans. Set a
good example for our children, and
yes, perhaps it's time to take down
our political signs and bumper
stickers and ta}k to each other
instead. It's a sad day when I have
to fear attacks, not from terrorists,
but from my own countrymen.
Allison Carpenter
Ellensburg resident

VOICING OPINIONS

It's possible to save life
without destroying it
One of the critical
the person they were harissues in this year's elecvested from.
tions was stem cell
And these stem cells
research. The' great thing _
are every bit as effective,
about stem cells is that
if not better than stem
they might be the key to
cells taken out of an
cure things like heart disembryo. A story on "60
ease and diabetes. It might
Minutes II" in June of
even give crippled people
2002 focused on a young
the chance to walk
·
boy who was cured of
Charlene Krenz
again. The downside of
sickle cell thanks to stem
Staff reporter
this, it seems, is sciencells taken out of an
tists have to kill off an
umbilical cord. An article .
embryo-human life in its weakest
on MSNBC.com said that four out
and most vulnerable stage-to get
of five heart-failure patients in
stem cells. Or do they?
Brazil no longer needed heart transIs it possible to help people
plants after they were treated with
live a normal life without destroytheir own stem cells.
ing another life? Believe it or not, it
Sometime in the future, we
is. According to an article on Focus are going to vote on laws and
on the Family's (a Christian
choose leaders who are going to
Ministry organization) Web site,
regulate stem cell research. Let's
stem cells are found in the umbilichoose those who will use stem
cal cord, brain, bone marrow and
cells that are gathered from adults
pancreas, and can be retrieved with- and umbilical cords, and not from
out loss of life or lasting damage to
an unborn child.

Red zone reality
Three years ago this
assaults. Which makes me
month, I had met a guy
wonder, are there people
who was pretty cool. He
reading this, pointing at my
was on the wrestling team,
face, and saying "She's a
liar" to the person next to
he went to SALT, and he
lived in my residence hall.
them.? On the other hand,
are there girls out there cry~
We had hung out a few
times when he came over
ing wolf simply for the
one night.
attention? Let me tell you
I had probably only what you are actually missJennifer Turner
anticipated watching
ing out on while you are
News editor
TV and going to sleep
racking up the pity points.
First of all, there's a lot
because back then I was
an ambitious little freshman. I had no of anger. Anger at myself, at him, at
people (particularly girls) who say,
idea how much of an impact the fol"I'd rather die than be raped."
lowing minutes would have on me,
Honestly, would it have been better if
even today.
My "friend" raped me, in my bed, he had killed me afterward?
in my room. There isn't a feeling in
And then there is the fear and
guilt. Knowing that I co_uld have
the world that compares to the complete helplessness of a situation like
taken actions to have him punishedthat, or the fact that a person is ignor- or at least prevented him from doing
ing everything that you are. I kept
the same thing to others-weighs on
my heart and mind the most.
thinking, "A few minutes ago we
And this is my point: The red
were joking and watching tv,-what
zone exists. Whether you choose to
happened!?"
believe it or not is up to you. I don't
That night, after he had left, I
get that choice-I had to live through
slept on the floor, and didn't tell anyit. But I want others to know that
one for almost three years. In fact,
most of my friends and family will
help is available and you don't have
find out reading this column.
to deal with it by yourself. There are
This week I was faced with a sit- people on this campus and in this
uation in which people believed that
community that want to help you,
because although you may feel like it,
the red zone is pointless and that
you aren't actually alone.
some women are exaggerating
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OPINION: BETRAYED AND ABANDONED
BY A VIDEO GAME
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Central's a gamer's paradise.
by Jared Lovrak
Staff reporter

Another school year has begun.
It's time to study and make the most
of our education. Or, we can dive
headfirst into t~is year's latest crop of
time-consuming, education-avoiding,
contact with the outside worldinhibiting video games.

Halo 2
Perhaps the most popular
title this year is "Halo 2," the
sequel to Bungie Studio's
2001 hit "Halo: Combat.
Evolved." In this game,
players are once again thrust
into the green, metal boots of
the Master Chief, the oneman wrecking crew from the first
game who laid waste to the forces of
the Covenant, a religious cult of alien
races bent on humanity's destruction.
"The Master Chief is cool because
he moves like a real person," said
Mike Rhodes, sophomore undeclare.
"He looks around when he goes into a
new room and stuff like that."
This sequel finds that the
Covenant has tracked our hero back to
Earth in the aftermath of his impressive victory on the ringed planet Halo.
This latest installment has some new
features that make it different from its
predecessor.
In addition to a new story, the new
game also boasts slightly improved
graphics, the ability to wield two guns
simultaneously and several missions
in which you play as a member of the
Covenant, a hulking alien known as
an Elite. Sadly, the new game isn't
popular with everyone.
"I hated playing as an Elite, and I
hated the ending," said Kelan
Potucek, junior business administration major.
Only time will tell if this game
will stand up to the popularity of the
original.
"Perfection is hard to duplicate,"
said Justin Green, senior business
administration major.
Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas
If valiantly saving the universe
from alien cults isn't appealing,
Central students can also unleash their
inner hardened criminal in Rockstar
Games' "Grand Theft Auto: San

1972- Pong,
a simple
video
tennis

photo illustration by Lindsey Jackon/Observer

Andreas." In the latest installment in
the GTA series, players assume the
role of Carl Johnson, aka CJ, a gang
member returning to his fictional
home state of San Andreas to avenge
his mother's murder as well as pursue
decidedly less noble goals.
Unlike previous installments, the
new game gives players free reign
over an entire state rather than a confined city. Set in the mid 1990's, San
Andreas, modeled after California,
features mountains, cityscapes and
farm country just waiting to be blown
up, shot full of holes or lit on fire.
Another new feature in the game
is CJ's ability to swim. In previous
installments, characters died almost
instantly when they fell in water. Also
of note is the game's new skill-based
system. If CJ goes to the gym and
runs on the treadmill for a while, his
speed and stamina will improve.
CJ's fighting ability is lacking in the
beginning, but some time on the
gym's bench-press and a few rounds
in the boxing ring will help him dish
out some serious damage on the
streets.
"It's so detailed and there's so
much you can do," said Joseph

1986- Nintendo
releases the
Nintendo

Calhoun, junior geography major. "I
like cruising on the bikes."
.
CJ's appearance also changes
depending on choices made in the
gam~. If CJ puts in a lot of time at
the gym, he will gain muscle, whereas eating at restaurants such as the
Cluck.in' Bell and Pizza Shack (another new feature) too much will make
him fat.
"It proves that crime does pay,"
said Jeff Peterson, junior health
administration major. "From getting
cut to pimping hos, this game has
everything."
Previous installments in the series,
"Grand Theft Auto III" and "Grand
Theft Auto: Vice City" won numerous
awards and sold millions of copies
over multiple game systems at the
time of their release. This latest
offering appears to be no exception.
Potential criminals have yet another venue in which to vent their maladjusted social tendencies without actualy hurting anyone.

Fable
Gamers who are equally contented
playing a hero or a villain might want
to check out Lionhead Studios'

1989-

wonochrome
Game Boy

"Fable." Set in a mystical, medieval
land, players live their entire lives
during the corse of the game.
The character's appearance
changes as he ages, and subtle signs
of aging such as gray hair and wrinkles will slowly appear on him.
Actions in the game also affect the
character's appearance.
Failure to tend to wounds will
result in horrible scars. If a player is
unfortunate enough to be bitten by a
werewolf, they will find themselves
howling at a full moon until they find
a cure.
Ethics also play a role in "Fable."
A character who does evil things will
find that good people do not act fondly towards them. Evil people, on the
other hand, will welcome the player.
Getting caught after committing
minor crimes, like vandalism or brandishing a weapon, will result in the
character being fined. Harsher
crimes carry harsher penalties. An
evil character will also wear clothes
that reflect their evil qualities, such as
black armor or a mask.
Furthermore, an evil character will
develop skills suited. for evil deeds,
such as the ability to flip people off.

Microsoft
launches
the Xbox at
an event in
Times
Square.
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Gamers turn Resnet into network playground
by Desiree Michel
Staff reporter
With the release of "Halo 2",
many student gamers at Central
Washington University are looking
for a chance to pit their skills against
the best. A seryice still unknown to
some, the gaming network on
Resnet, allows students to duke it
out for bragging rights whether challengers are down the hall or across
campus.
Information Technology Services
specialist Nate Hill estimates that at
least 90 student-owned consoles use
the network to play Xbox and
PlayStation 2 games. Online forums
indicate that interest in network play
is up, something Hill attributes to
the system's ease of use.

"We've tried to simplify things as
much as possible for getting students
set up on it," Hill said.
·
He believes the latest crop of
multi-player titles is also a contributing factor.
"The quality of games has gone
up, incredibly so," Hill said.
Chris Timmons of Information
Technology Servicess said Central's
network is ideal for student-to-student game play because it doesn't
require a lot of bandwidth. He said
the trick is controlling traffic so
games run smoothly and without
delays.
"With games it needs to be timely," Timmons said.
Because students pay for Resnet
services, they are free to use it for
nonacademic purposes like video

games.

"A lot of people use the network
flight technology to play 'Halo'," said Clark. "I'm
major David Clark likes using the guessing that for "Halo 2" it's going
multi-player options on the network to get bigger."
when other options get old.
Junior marketing education
"If you're getting bored with a major Colin Stewart said the debut
game, it gives you a new way to of Halo 2 was like that of a Star
play," Clark said.
Wars movie with its cult-like followUsing the network, students can ing. Stewart made the trip to
play multi-player games in groups as Yakima's Gamestop to buy the new
large as 16 in teams of up to four release on its first day out, only to
players each. For serious gamers find a long line of hundreds of eager
wanting an extra edge on the compe- Halo devotees.
tition, there's a separately sold headThe Halo phenomenon is the
set accessory that allow players to force bringing many Central gamers
communicate, conspire and strate- together to meet, compete and have
gize with partners across campus.
.fun.
The popularity of "Halo" and its
"It's interesting, you'll be playsequel has generated increased inter- ing a guy with a name like Defiance
est in network play and Xbox in gen- and then you'll go to a tournament
eral.
and be like 'Oh, you're so-and-so,"'
Sop~omore

Stewart said.
New on campus this year is
Central Washington Gamers, a club
open to players of all kinds: PC, console, even trading card aficionados.
"Our main goal is to be a medium
for all gamers of CWU to get to know
each other and plan big events," said
Brad Gay, club president and cofounder.
Timmons and Hill both think more
students would play on the network if
they knew how to set it up ..
"It's
mostly
word
of
mouth,"Timmons said.
To hook up an Xbox or PS2 to the
network, follow the list of instructions found at www.resnet.cwu.edu/
games.html. To learn more about
CWG, visit the club's Web site at
www.centralwashingtongamers.com.

'Burg's Video Armagedon takes on students
by Jared Lovrak
Staff reporter

Green, senior business administratio.n
major.
Multi-player mode allows up to
The earth is doomed. An alliance 16 players to connect Xbox systems
of alien races from the farthest reach- together, either directly through
es of the galaxy have declared war on Ethernet cables or over Central's
humanity and will stop at nothing Resnet, and battle against each other
until every last one of us is dead or in teams or in a bloody "every man
enslaved. Only one person dares to for himself' battle royale. Special
challenge their power. You. Thus modes such as "Capture the Flag"
begins the saga of the long-awaited and the occasional use of air and sursequel to Bungie Studios' 2001 face combat vehicles on some levels
smash hit "Halo: Combat Evolved."
help vary the gameplay and give
You are the Master Chie( the last teams more complicated objectives in
surviving "Spartan": a bio-mechani- addition to killing everyone on the
cally enhanced super soldier. Your screen that looks different.
charge is to battle aliens, known as
"Most of the time, we just play
the Covenant, on the distant ring- against people in our dorm rooms,"
shaped planet Halo. The new chap- Holts said.
ter in the series, aptly entitled "Halo
Though there are mini-tourna2" and released earlier this month, ments in the dorms and apartments all
finds that in the aftermath of your over campus, the popularity of this
decisive ass-whuppin' victory at feature spawned another official Halo
Halo, Covenant forces have tailed. tournament on campus.
your ship back to Earth and they're
Sponsored by the Central chapter
pissed.
of Association of Computing
"[The Master Chief is] a lot like a Machinery, a nationally recognized
modern-day mythical hero in that club for people involved in the comhe's a perfect human," said Rob puter industry, the tournament pitted
Holts, junior graphic design major.
teams against each other in both
In addition to the game series' "Capture the Flag" and "Slayer"
story of intergalactic war and mis- modes.
guided religious zealotry, the games
"This is ' the first tournament
also have one feature that have made we've ·done, but if it does well we
the Halo games a mainstay here at might do it again," said ACM
Central Washington University, as President Scott Obert, junior computwell as at colleges all over the coun- er science major.
try: multi-player mode.
Teams with monikers such as
"The new game is much more "Team Resnet," "Top Gun," "Evil
adaptive to online play," said Justin Cheese" and the ever-intimidating
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Previous to the midnight release of Halo2, Halo tournements held campus-wide kept over
anxious students busy. Video Armageddon is at noon Saturday, Nov. 20, in the S.U.B and
participation for students is free.
"Care Bears" slowly eliminated each
other in bloody virtual combat.
"We didn't do so well," said
Casey Kolowinski, freshman · computer science major, "The new game
·has more sensitive controls."
In the end, only the "Running
Riot" team remained. The team took
its title from a commendation the
game awards for successfully killing
a large amount of opponents consecutively. Unlike previous tournaments on campus, participation was
free and there was no prize for the

winning team other than the sweet so you sort of have to be a renaisreward of victory in simulated battle. sance gamer," said Central alum the
The tournament no doubt helped Geek.
to hone the hand-eye coordination of
This will be the fourth "Video
many avid gamers in preparation for Armageddon" tournament that the
Video Armageddon.
'Burg has hosted.
The quarterly videogame tourna"We're trying to promote the
ment, sponsored by 88.1 the 'Burg, 'four' theme of the tournament, so all
and hosted by Weekly Geek DJ's the the games will be four players," said
Geek and Frodo, pits gamers against · the Geek.
each other in various games unknown
All four finalists will win a copy
to the players until the tournament of "X Men: Legends" and the first
begins.
place finalist from the team will also
"Every round is a different game, receive a mystery prize.
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Ficticious friends
take on real world
writes weekly journal entries and
posts other odd, interesting things that
the celebrity might post. Some writers
Justin Timberlake is gay?! Jimi go outside of the community and
Hendrix back from the dead?! No, but interact over AIM with non-celebs.
To join a community, which anyin role-play, anything's possible.
Since 19.74 when "Dungeons & one can do, the writer must first create
Dragons" was introduced, gamers a journal with a valid username (ie:
have pretended to be people they britney_spears not xx_toxiccutie_.:.xx),
aren't. They have been heroes, vil- an AIM screenname (similar to the
lains, victims and all the roles in journal username), have written a first
between. Lately there is a trend on the entry and have a link to the disclaimer
Internet that centers around these the community provides. The dis"Role-Playing Games," or RPGs, to claimer link is the most important part
because people don't want to be sued
become a celebrity.
Various journal Web sites facilitate · for falsely claiming to be someone
this trend, offering many different they aren't.
After the writer has been accepted
communities (with clever names such
as "fake_realit~") as well as space for to a community she can begin to intericons, image storage and layout capa- act with other characters. In RPG it is
bilities.
not uncommon to find unlikely people
LiveJournal.com is the journal dating, such as Benji Madden, the tatWeb site most students are probably tooed and pierced guitarist of Good
familiar with. It is the first of its kind Charlotte, and Michelle Branch, the
and the place where the celebrity RPG solo singer/guitarist. It is also not
phenomenon gained popularity. uncommon to find RPG characters
"Must_be_pop" the original celeb leading
completely
different
RPG, has been around since 2000 and lifestyles.
Though strange, a classic example ·
is going strong with 750 members.
While most LiveJournal users sim- of this is Justin Timberlake and JC
ply recount the events of their day or Chasez being in a virtual romantic
post song lyrics, the purpose of a relationship. Both are members of .
celeb RPG journal is to impersonate a N*Sync, but in RPG land they are
having a steamy love affair, which
favorite musician or actor.
"I .use my journal as a means of they must keep secret from the rest of
posting stories, poetry, or song lyrics. the band.
It's a means of self-expression," said
RPG doesn't have boundaries,
Marshall Popham, sophomore family though standard rules include no
killing characters and no bringing
studies major.
Popham is a deadjournal.com user "out of character" (ie: your own perand has only once come across a celeb sonal life) drama "in character."
Most RPGGs are for fun, but othRPGer,
over AOL's Instant
ers like MBP, take it very seriously.
Messenger.
"I was fooled for a long time by a For instance, if a celebrity gets_marguy who told me he was Barn ried in real life, then the character
Marg era. I'd ask him questions and must be married in MBP. Usually
he'd give me answers I thought only communities would not make the
writer follow such strict "in characBarn would know," he said.
Anyone can create a fictional ter" behavior.
Above all RPG is supposed to be
account of a celebrity's life using
AIM and a journal, in which one fun and provide an escape.

by Allison White
Staff reporter _

Ozomatli plays world beat
by Rachel Guillermo
Asst. Scene editor
The dance floor will rock at
Central Washington University as
Ozomatli takes the stage on Monday
November 29 in the Samuelson
Union Building ballroom.
Ozo, for short, is a blend of rock,
hip-hop, salsa, Latin jazz, deejay
beats, Mexican and Arabic music.
The performance at Central is one of
the band's stops on their tour to promote the release their new album
"Street Signs."
•
"I know we're taking a risk by
bring an unknown band here," Scott
Drummond, associate director of
Campus Life said. Drummond has
personally known the band for
years. "It's like being at a party.
They will interact with the audience.
Sometimes they won't even do their
opening number on stage. They

photo courtesy of www.ozomatli.com

will start playing in a hall or in the
audience."
The concert will be held in the
SUB ballroom at 8 p.m., doors will
open at 7 p.m. Tickets are $7 for
Central students and $12 for general
admission and are available now at
the SUB Recreation ticket counter

Linder Chiropractic
Doctors of Chiropractic
DR. SANDY LINDER, DC
DR. MYRON LINDER, DC .

and Jerrol's Book and Supply Co., or
by calling 963-3513. For more
information about the band visit
their Web site at www.ozomatli.com
"I've had a number of students
come up to me and express how
excited they are that they are coming," Drummond said.
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Rated second and abandoned by video games
To set the record'
I feel the pain of
every girl who has ever
straight about our
feelings on video
had to sit on the couch in
front of the TV for hours,
games: No we do not
think they are cool.
pretending to be interestNo, we do not want to
ed in the game that their
boyfriend is salivating
play. Yes, we want to
over. I understand what it
do something else.
Sorry guys, your girlis like to cheer ,them on,
when all you really want
friend is not as
to do is punch them.
obsessed with video
Erin Soptich
I know what it is
games as you are.
Staff reporter
like to stare at your guy
There, I said it.
Whenever I express my extreme
and wonder if there is a way to
bring him back from the abyss of
distaste for video games, guys
video game land that has swallowed always try to convince me that they
are a necessity of everyday life and
them.

that to not love them would be ludicrous. ~ But I always get the same
reaction when asking what makes
them so cool- "Its fun to blow stuff
up."
How can I argue with that? As
much as I truly love "blowing
things up," I guess I would just
rather be doing other things like
turning off the TV and joining the
real world. Don't get me wrong, I
wish I could sit in front of the TV
for hours, stealing cars and beating
up prostitutes-no wait I am totally
kidding.
I think the main problem is that
some guys, (not surprisingly) have

Playing games with the boys
by Ashley Harris
Staff reporter
Typically video games have been
associated with and marketed toward
adolescent males but now females are
getting into the mix of the video game
genre. Females are
now playing everything
from
PC
games,
P 1 a y st a ti o n 2 ,
GameCube and Xbox.
Here are the top rated
games for PC, Playstation 2,
Game Cube and Xbox:
Life-meddling female gossipers are happily content with
"The Sims", by EAGames. It allows
gamers to create simulated people
and build their homes. Then players
must help your Sims pursue careers,
earn money, make friends, and find
romance or totally mess up their lives.
There is no right or wrong way to
play this game. Features in this game
include real-time strategy, choosing
pre-generated families or creating
your own Sims and possible career
paths. And unmatched open-ended
character interaction. If anything
gamers will get a kick out of watching
their Sims interact with each other or
playing God.

The object of "X-Men Legends,"
published by Activision, is to choose
a team of four characters and defeat
different stock locations with teammates and kill all enemies: Characters
like Storm and Jean-Grey are strong
female leads.
Games with female lead char-

photo courtesy of www.xbox.com

acters such as "Buffy the Vampire
Slayer", which Xbox has rated one of
their best games, and "Catwoman"
are gear towards female gamers.
"Driv3r" (aka Driver 3), published
by Atari, this is an action/driving
game rated mature and is similar to
"Grand Theft Auto." The object is to
complete the mission by shooting

enemies, while driving and staying
within a certain distance of an
assigned vehicle.
"Tiger Woods Golf' on Xbox is
my favorite game," said Kelly
Dietzel, senior information technology and administrative management
major.
A "Star Wars" spin off game,
"Rogue Squadron III: Rebel
Strike," published by LucasArts,
features the ability to get out of
the cockpit and shoot bad guys.
In some levels, scenes are cut
directly from the movies and
players are given the chance to
rescue Princess Leia from the
Deaths tar.
While Nintendo has a wide array
of classic characters in its repertoire,
"The Legend of Zelda" has become
the company's flagship series. "The
Wind Waker" takes the series back to
its more cartoonish roots. The game
casts players in the role of a familiar
young boy, who sets out to save his
kidnapped sister.
"All of these games are great, but
I love the old school Super Nintendo
'Super Mario Kart'," said Terrell
Kopkas, senior business marketing
major. "It's fun, challenging and original. Everyone should own a copy."

~~~H~o~:p~liili~~·------------------------·

NCSoft. In this game girl gamers
can create and customize their own
superheroes to rampage through the
city and defeat villains. "City of
Heroes" requires teaming up, or "networking" with other superheroes to
beat the villain leagues.
"My favorite PS2 games are
'Mortal Kombat' and 'X-Men' ," said
Crystal Madera, senior education,
history major.

JIBest hreakfast In town~'
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no self-control. They just don't
know when to say "enough is
enough." So for all you guys who
don't know when to stop, here are
some red flags to watch for:
•Your house looks like it has
been taken over by Jack- in-the-Box
wrappers and empty beer cans.
•There is an overpowering smell
of boys who haven't showered.
•Your eyes are starting to tear up
and your fingers are cramped from
the death grip you've had on the
controller for the last day.
•The only time you've moved
from the couch was to make a mad
dash to the bathroom to avoid what

would have been an accident.
This is when you know you have
taken it too far. Way, too far.
My advice is to exercise moderation. Pace yourself. Play for an
hour, and then get up and take a
break. Step outside. Get some
fresh air. Take a shower. (Sorry, I
just had to slip that one in again.)
Just remember, there is a whole
world outside of that video game.
There are REAL people out
there, who breathe oxygen, and
don't make it the point of devoting
evey moment of their living existisnce to "blow things up."
Go meet them.

---------------------------------~
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Correction
In the Nov. 4 edition a Tartuffe

picture.of a woman on the couch
was misidentifed. Her correct
name is Amy Hill.
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I NBA heating up in first two weeks
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Big dance starts today for Wildcat women
by Rebecca Thornton
Staff reporter

Volleyball

The Wildcat volleyball team did
not disappoint the record breaking
1,314 fans that showed up to support
them Friday. The senior night match
against St. Martin's marked the
women's 31st consecutive victory
moving them into a final national
ranking of 11th before the NCAA
Division II playoffs begin.
"It was great that we stuck to our
game plan and focused on beating
Saint Martin's, and not looking past
them," said Mario Andaya, who was
named the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference Coach of the Year, said. "I
truly thought they might be a danger~
ous team. Our serving was key tonight,
keeping them out of rhythm and allowing us to run our offense."
Senior setter Kate Reome, n·amed
this years Great Northwest Athletic
Conference Player of the Year, finished her final match at Nicholson
Pavilion with 40 assists bringing her
career total to 4, 710, also setting the
offense for 51 assists with a .398 hitting efficiency.
Juniors Crystal Ames, LaQue
Branch and LeAnne McGahuey all led
their team offensively each earning
more than 10 kills on the night.
Match-high was Branch with 14 kills
and 12 digs; McGahuey hit 13 kills
giving her 404 and Central's

Mario
Andaya

Kate
Reome

single-season kills record.
With regular-season play behind
them, the Wildcats head into the
Division II playoffs tonight at 5 p.m.
against 5th seeded Hawaii Pacific
University. Serving as the sole
GNAC representative this year,
Central is seeded 4th behind UC San
Diego, Cal State San Bernardino, and
Cal State Los Angeles.
This tournament will be played in
single-elimination format with the
winners advancing to the NCAA
Division II National Championships to
be held December 2-4. If the
Wildcats are successful against Hawaii
Pacific tonight, they move on to a
Friday match against the winners of
the UCSD-Cal State Bakersfield
match.
The times for Thursday's four
opening round match-ups will be
Noon, 2:30 p.m., 5 p.m. and 7 :30 p.m.

Michael Bennett/Observer

As five Central Washington volleyball players slid into defensive position, Junior Leanne
McGauhey did her best to spike home a point last Saturday against Saint Martin's
College. Central won the match in three straight games in front of record crowd of
1,314. After completing an undefeated regular season, the Wildcat women will travel to
California for the first round of the NCAA Division II playoffs today against Hawaii Pacific.

NCAA Division II Volleyball playoffs- Pacific Region
UC-San Diego
Currently seeded 1st is
~ host UC San Diego. After
ucsoclaiming
their
first
California
Collegiate
Athletic Association title, the Tritons
will take on Cal State Bakersfield in
their first match today. UCSD is led
by senior setter Teresa Ohta, senior
outside hitter Bonnie Wilson, senior
middle blocker Katie Hogan, and
senior outside hitter Stacey
Dunsmore.

Cal State Bakersfield
The Cal State Bakersfield volleyball team is returning to
~~··· the NCAA Pacific
~w.w.w. ·····'"·"" Regional Tournament
for the second consecutive season
, , , and the sixth time in eight seasons
with a 17-8 record, the Roadrunners
will enter the 2004 regional as the
No. 8 seed. Cal State Bakersfield
takes on UCSD today in semifinal
play. CSB is led by senior outside
hitter Morgan Reed and
Nicole Holland.

Hawaii Pacific University
Hawaii Pacific University's Sea
Warriors are seeded 4th and
~will be the first challengers
~faced by CWU. Currently
20-3 , HP's leaders include
students from Hawaii to Brazil to
California and even Germany and
Serbia. This multi-national team
should provide an interesting challenge to the Wildcat women.

Central Washington Univ.
Your beloved Wildcats come into
the Division II playoffs after
an undefeated regular s~ason.
Central, ranked 11th m the
final national poll, has won
., , ,. 31 consecutive games, the longest
streak in the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference. CWU is led by
star senior Kate Reome who leads the
nation in assists. Central is making
their first appearance in the postseason since going from the
NAIA to Division II.

#1

#4

#8

#5

California State University-Los
Chaminade University
Angeles
Chaminade University located in
California
State
OChamlniid~ :::::Honolulu, Hawaii finUniveislty ::::ished its regular sea/-~[')University-Los
Angeles
::.::.:.• .. ··.. ·..· ·.·..····:·····
\1lhkN heads into playoffs ranked
' son
play
16-6.
~-...f;dY 3rd. Cal State L.A. heads · ~~I\.\ (l~;:~ Coached by Glennie Adams, the
into post-season play with a 17-11 i;t/ ~.Jf o Silverswords head into championship
record. This third place seat at
play seeded 6th. Key returning playchampionships will mark the Golden
ers include senior outside hitter
Eagles 10th trip to nationals in 13
Valasi Sepulona, senior outside hitter
years. This team, led by Te'Ara
Kahala Kabalis, senior setter
Epps will face the 6th seeded
Michelle Norman and senior middle
Chaminade in the opening
blocker Patti Hardimon.
round today.

.fr

#3

#6

California State University-San
Berna~no

The Coyotes from San
Bernardino will take on Cal
Poly Pomona ·in its first
match today. The Coyotes
head into championship play seeded
2nd with a record of 24-3. San
Bernardino's reign as champion of
the highly-competitive CCAA for the
past three years and one of the top 10
teams in NCAA Division II makes it
a big target for opponents in
2004 playoffs.

#

2

#

Cal Poly Pomona
/J)i.\ The wait is officially
,~ over
for Cal Poly
.:.,'""'"'""""~~Pomona's women's volleyball team. The Broncos
have qualified for the playoffs for
the first time since 1997. Cal Poly
Pomona, the No. 7 seed in the
Pacific Region, will take on No. 2
seed Cal State San Bernardino in a
first-round. The Broncos are lead
by Jacqueline Ragudos, Erica
Rodriguez, Chelsea Hipley,
and Mary Real.

#7
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Your Wildcat women's basketball team

New, old faces form athletic Central team
by Chris Thompson
Staff reporter

winners.
Among the additions is University
of San Diego transfer Jamie Corwin
The
Central
Washington who started all 29 games for the West
University women's basketball team Coast Conference team last season
may only be
and averaged
returning two
seven points
starters from the
per game.
"Jamie will
2003-04 team
that went 17-10,
give us some
but the real story
much needed
is the players
experience to
that are new to
the four posithe program.
tion," Whitney
Coach Jeff
said. "She can
Whitney
will
shoot the three
rely on both his
or post-up and
returnees and
she can also
Jeff Whitney
newcomers to
run the floor;
Woman's head coach comcontribute in the
she'll be one of
menting on the addition of
2004-2005 seathe top athletes
son.
in the confertransfer Jamie Corwin
Defending
ence."
GNAC Freshman-of-the-Year Laura
In addition to Corwin, several
Wright and senior Loni Ainslie are other newcomers should make an
the only returning starters, but the impact this winter including
Wildcats return five additional letter- Wenatchee Valley transfer Kaci

''

She Jll be one of the
top athletes in the
conference

''

Pipkin, Yakima Valley transfer
Brianna Hilliard, freshman Hanna
Hull from Pateros and freshman
Kristina Klapperich from Wasilla,
Alaska.
"We're going to be much more
athletic," Whitney said.
Last year's team barely missed the
playoffs after a strong second half
finish to their season. The Wildcats
came withing one ranking slot of
making the West regional playoffs.
The Wildcat women will open
their season on Friday when they take
on George Fox at the Falcon Hoop
Classic, hosted by Seattle Pacific
University.
They will also be in action on
Saturday when they play Warner
Pacific in the same tournament.
Central's home opener will be on
Nov. 26 when they play host to
Adams State for a two-game nonconference series. Conference play
will begin for the Wildcats on Dec. 2
when Alaska-Fairbanks comes to
town.

Jeff
Whitney

Ana
Tuiaea-Rudd

Lindsey
Weiss

Sarah
Patrick

Head Coach
Eighth year
Central
Washington
graduate, 1995

Assistant
Coach,
Sixth year
Central
Washington
graduate, 2000

Student
Assistant
Coach
First year
Central
Washington
graduate, 2004

Team
Manager,
Second Year
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Byron E. Thomas, OD, FAAO
Sarah E. Key Storrs. OD
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MEDICAL EYE EXAMS & TREATMENT
Pink eye, allergy. injury. foreign bodies, glaucoma, cataracts.

Tunstall
East
All You Can Eat Dining
Join us for Brunch and Dinner 7 Days a Week for the best
"All You Can Eat" buffet around\ Tunstall East is located on
the south end of campus across from Bouillion.

diabetes and macular degeneration
WELL VISION EXAMS
Glasses, Contact Lenses, Low Vision, Vision Therapy,
Refractive Surgery exam. treatment of crossed and lazy eyes

PEDIATRIC VISION
Children of all ages including newborn for amblyopia,
crossed or turned eyes. eye infection. children's eye glasses
and contact lenses

EYE DESIGN OPTICAL DISPENSARY
Affordable, trendy and fashionable eyewear.
We also have safety and sport eycwcar.

Brunch: 10:30 am - 1:30 pm

ELLENSBURG

Dinner: 4:30 pm - 7 pm

Family Eye Clinic
301 E. Second Ave.

Check out our weekly menu on the

925-9873

web at www.cwu.edu/--diningl
CWU Dining Services

CLE ELUM
Family Eye Clinic
207 N. Harris

674-4313

www.FamilyEyeClinic.net
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Your Wildcat men's basketball team

Transferring to a new style of basketball
by Chris Thompson
Staff reporter

"We're hoping Kyle will step up from Washington State University
and have a big senior season," said and the all-time leading scorer in
Head Coach Greg Sparling. "He Washington state high school histowill be one of our go-to-guys on ry, to the team at forward. Sean
offense and he also has really - Russell, the tallest player on the
improved on defense."
team at six-foot-eight-inches, will
At point guard, Robert Hicks give the team some size inside.
and Chris Bannish will give the
"We're going to play some small
Wildcats a legitimate scoring threat ball," Sparling said. "There could
from the point. Also in the back- be times we have four or even five
court will be Air Force Academy guards on the court at the same
transfer Derek Groth, Saint time."
Martin's transfer Jerrell Everson
The newcomers to the team
and Cascade College transfer Jason played a major role on Monday
Moore. The Wildcats also wel- when the Wildcats routed the
come Lance Den Boer, a transfer Australian Institute of Sport, 112-

Returning only one letterman
from a year ago, the Central
Washington University men's basketball team looks to improve on its
9-18 record in 2003-2004. The
Wildcats have been picked to finish
sixth in the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference coach's poll.
Senior Kyle Boast is the only
returning player for the team but
the Wildcats have several other
players that will make an immediate impact.

80. Groth led all scorers with 26
points, Den Boer had 25 points and
Hicks came off the bench to score
23, proving that the new guys will
make an immediate impact on the
2004-2005 season.
After Saturday's home opener
against Warner Pacific, the
Wildcats will be on the road until
January. Over the Thanksgiving
break, the team will be at the
Wittmeier Mac Martin Tournament
in Chico, Calif. GNAC play will
begin for the Wildcats on Dec. 4
when Central travels to Lacey to
play SMC.

Blackfeet Indian

I Storyteller/Singer
II In Club Central

I
fi

i

at 6: 30pm
Free Show!

1

I~
N

,
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The Menu
Pemmican~ Fruit Leather
Endive Salad w/Walnuts,Apples &Buttermilk Dressing
Grape Vine w/Fresh & Dried Fruit
Wild Rice w/Chestnuts
Parsnip Fritters
Hominy & TomatoesAuGratin Sweet & Sour Cabbage
Wild Blu eb errry Venison Sausage Casso ulet
Corn mea I Crusted Catfish w/H azeln ut Butter
Spit Roasted Haunch of Elk wNVild Mushroom Demi Glace
All-You-Can-Eat-Buffet
All Me al Plans $11.35 Children on Me al Plans $5 .69
Ca sh (inc tax) $12 .87 Children Cash $6.45

Hush Puppies Fry Bread
Pecan-Pump kin Shortcake w/Hu ckleb errie s
Co rnMe al Pudding with Dried Fruit & Map le Syrup

Karl
Albrect

Student
Assistant
Coach
Fifth year
Central
Washington
graduate, 2004
G.E.
Coleman
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Your first look at: Apple Cup, NFL matchups
NBA

The Apple Cup

Basketball
Washington Huskies (1Last Friday I
9, 0-7) at Washington State
did something I
Cougars (4-6, 2-5), 4 p.m.
haven't done in at
ABC - The best part of the
least five years.
2004 Apple Cup is the fact
I sat down on
that one of these two teams
my couch and
will be able to end their
watched a Sonics
season with a win. The
game from tip-off
Cougars have been bitten
Chris Thompson
to final buzzer and
buy the injury bug this seaI have come to the
Staff reporter
son, but the fact that freshconclusion that
man quarterback Alex
the NBA is finally
Brink is getting some game
starting to come back around.
experience should help Washington
For about a decade it was all
State in the future. The Huskies just
about who had the best crosshaven't gotten a break this season, on
over, the flashiest shoes and the
or off the field. Washington Head
best selling album, but with the
Coach Keith Gilbertson, a Central
exception of Ron Artest, it looks
Washington University graduate, will
like the NBA is getting back to
be coaching his final game in the
basics. ·
purple and gold and it might be nice
Of course, it might help that
for him to' end his downward spiral
the Sonics have been winning, but with a win. As for my prediction,
I am quickly becoming a fan of
Gilbertson goes into unemployment
the NBA once again.
with a loss. Cougars win it 27-20.
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Pittsburgh Steelers (8-1) at
Cincinnati Bengals (4-5), 10 a.m. - I
may not be the first to say it and I
will not be the last, but if Pittsburgh
rookie quarterback Ben
Roethlisberger continues to play as
well as he has, the Steelers might
want to make hotel reservations in
Jacksonville come the beginning of
February. On the other side,
Cincinnati quarterback Carson
Palmer has been just below average
in his first year of actually playing in
the league. Some might blame the
Bengals' failure on their lack of a
consistent defense, others might
blame their ugly new uniforms but
neither is going to matter as the
Steelers will steamroll the Bengals,
27-10.

Miami Dolphins (1-8) at Seattle
Seahawks (5-4), 1:05 p.m. - Despite
a tough loss at St. Louis in last
week's game, the Seahawks are still
tied for first place in the NFC West
and even better, they get to play the
Dolphins at home.
The state of Florida got hit with
three major hurricanes this year and
the Dolphins' season looks like the
fourth natural disaster to plague
Floridians.
The Hawks have looked average
in the last few weeks, but once the
receiving corps is back at 100 percent, the Hawks should be dominating again. Luckily, the Dolphins are
nothing to be worried about and the
Seahawks will return to their winning ways, 24-10.

ml~

Atlanta Falcons (7-2) at New
York Giants (5-4), 1:15 p.m. - It's
hard to read the Atlanta Falcons
this season, but they should win
the NFC South easily as long as
Michael Vick stays healthy.
The Giants started the season
strong, but the loss of Michael
Strahan on defense and the
impending controversy on offense
seems to be dragging the team
down.
With the parity between teams
in the. NFC, the Giants might be
able to get into the playoffs if they
can get to 10 wins, but even that
isn't a given.
Vick is not going to help the
Giants reach that goal, as the ·
Falcons slay the Giants 21-17.
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NBA season.: Ray-ray and D-Wade star
Are you ready for
Got Game," averaging
some... basketball? If
26 points per game and
you're like me, the
shooting 60 percent
answ~r is yes. As the
from three-point range
football season is in full
while leading the
swing, the NBA is now
Sonics to a 7-1 start.
here to fill the void in
Don't expect Allen to
between the weekends
finish the year in green
and give the die-hard fan
and gold though. It's a
something to root for on
contract year for Allen,
Jon Mentzer
a Wednesday or
which could make for
Asst. Sports
Thursday night.
another interesting
Editor
Entering the season,
trade-deadline heart
the Sonics were considattack. The Sonics are
ered a walking mat for other teams as also led by young guns Rashard
the rest of the NBA made huge
Lewis, who is always dropping
moves bringing in big names to
bombs from the parking lot and Luke
improve their rosters. The Sonics are Ridnour, who's cool hand has been
now.the surprise team, raising eyeserving dish after dish at the point.
brows and are proving they can hang
It's Heating up.•.
with the players they have.
When people ask, LeBron or
So far, Ray Allen has been playing
Carmelo? I answer Dwayne Wade of
like Jesus Shuttlesworth from "He

the Miami Heat. Wade is the real
future of the NBA. He is the only
rookie-of-the-year contender from
last year who took his team deep into
the playoffs. Now he has Shaq, the
most dominant player ever to back
him up. MVP could be in the same
sentence with Wade this year and
don't be surprised if the Heat will be
in the Finals this year as well.

So. long Wonderful World of
Kobe...
When people ask what will happen in Lakerland this season, my
answer is "nothing." Kobe's ego is
about as huge as the ridiculous ring
he gave his wife during his sexual
assault trial. Just remember, even
Michael Jordan couldn't even do it
alone. As an avid Laker hater, this
season will bring me much delight to
know that the loud, aggravating

Hollyweirds that love their Lakers
will be reduced to but a whisper this
season. Apologies to Jack Nicholson.

· The East strikes back...
The once dominant Western
Conference is no longer a shoe-in to
win the title. Now that the Eastern
Conference is on its way up, the
Pistons are a lock for another title,
-right? Wrong. Shaquille O'Neal
going to the Heat makes them instant
contenders and the Indiana Pacers
will be in the mix as well. Don't forget about one of the most talented
young teams, the Memphis Grizzlies.
Jason "White Chocolate" Williams,
Pau Gasol and Bonzi Wells lead a
team that shows flashes of Magic
Johnson's Showtime in Los Angeles.
How the West will be won ...
It is too bad that the Sonics are in

such a tough·conference where they
have to deal with Tracy McGrady and
Yao Ming in Houston and Tim
Duncan in San Antonio. Read these
words now and believe them later:
the Utah Jazz. will make_it very far
into the playoffs. And with the
Mavericks' improved defense and the
Suns adding a point guard, those two
teams should be watched down the
stretch.

It's KG or nothing...
Listen, when it is all said and
done, the last team that will be standing will be the Minnesota
Timberwolves led by Kevin Garnett
Kobe's had his fun and Shaq's on his
way out. It's KG's time to shine and
he'll do just that. The NBA title will
return to the Western Conference
when the T-Wolves sweep the Heat in
four games. I'll bet 'cha.

OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS
KELTY SLEEPING BAG FOR
SALE Kelty Clear Creek 20 degree
mummy bag. Used less than 10
times. Purchased lighter bag. $40
obo. Marty 899-2752

04 FORUM PARK SNOW
BOARD BOOTS- Size 12, used
only one season. Xtra lightweight
and comfortable. $160 Contact Joel
at 360-420-0103

ROOMNIATE WANTED: Laid
back, clean, and responsible to share
small 3 bedroom house, $250 rent +
utilities, for more information
contact Justin at 509-962-3412

84' TOYOTA PICKUP 4 X 4, ·
silver, ext cab SR5, rebuilt motor,
pwr steering, pwr brakes, pwr.
windows, 4 inch lift, 33" tires,
straight body. $3,200 OBO. Jim
509-961-6028

1990 BLUE.CHEVY LUMINA
pwr windows, seats, locks~ A/C,
AM FM Cassette 147,000 miles
Needs minor engine work. Runs,
drives well $900 OBO 509-8992164

LARGE 1 BEDROOM, 1 bath
.apartment next to campus. $500 a
month.includes W/S/G. Nice place,
no pets. Please call 933-4676 and
ask forRachel, or email
sullivar@cwu.edu for more details.

$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1000-$2000 in
earnings for your group. Call today
for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
. CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

FORD TEMPO 130 k, auto, AC,
CD AM/FM new brakes, good
engine $800 obo Eric 206-849-2781

12 FT ALUMINIUM BOAT with
8hp motor, both in good condition.
Also comes with an electric motor,
Minnkota 30lbs of thrust $599/0BO
(509)933-4657 or (253)691-4776

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for 4
bedroom house. $250/200 per month
plus util,cable, DSL/phone. call 9624566.

1984 BLAZER. 2.8L V6. Runs
great. Big list of new parts. $1200
OBO 962-2632

1986 FORD THUNDERBIRD
Runs Great! Good tires $1,000 oho
933-2131.

WORKOUT AT HOME!
Pro Source Stair Stepper $150
(barely used)& Weslo Cadence
Treadmill $150 Or $250 for both
933-3111

FOR SALE 3 black ladder type
bookcases $60 each 27" Pro scan _T. V.
$100 Irish Mandolin w/case $200
Asstd. Small Appliances (hand
mixer w/attachments $10, crock pot
$12, and more) 2 Ionic breeze air
purifier w/addt'l filters $75 each
Singer portable sewing machine $45
Contact: Lisa Gale 933-3594

-*SNOW TIRES*- 2 mounted
studded 13in. tires 185/70R
13Klever Mud and Snow, Rims 2 3/
16 center dia hole 2.8 on center bolt
holes $60.00 for pair. 2 mounted
non studded snow tires185/70R 13,
Rim 2 3/16 center hole 2.8 on center
bolt holes $60.00 for pair. 2
mounted studded snow tires185/70R
14, 3 3/16 on center bolt holes 2.50
center dia hole $60.00 for pair. Call
(253)677-9609 tilkas@cwu.edu

SANTA & MS. CLAUS needed by
local non-profit organization for
holiday party. Prefer buff young
couple with sense of humor who like
to have fun. Please call Mollie 9251647.

ARE YOU BUSY? OR JUST TOO
LAZY to clean your own house/apt?
Then, I'll do it for you!I like to clean,
and will do an awesome job for a
reasonable price. Call Christina
425-442-9336. Thanks!

1 BEDROOM APT needs to be
taken over by December. In
Alderwood Manor. $445/month.
Free cable! White futon. Wood
frame with white mattress. Very
nice! $150 OBO. (509) 710-4708.

1990 SUZUKI 750 STREET BIKE
This bike is complete and fast lots
of potential for, need TLC $349
OBO 509-933-4657 253-6912-4776

HAVE A ROOM OR NEED TO
MOVE OUT ? M/F doesn't matter.
Engergetic female LAJ major needs
a place to live by winter quarter.
K-Lee@ 360-201-6615
NEW BOOTS Mens Durango
Cowboy Boots Size 11.5D - $50
Mens Wolverine Work Boots Size 9 $40 Lisa at 962-6299 or email
marthel@cwu.edu

USED ART KITcomes with pencils,
charcoal, 2 large clip boards, large
drawing pad, 2 rubber bands, 1 ruler,
and large canvas carrying case to
protect your art. Asking $40. Please
call Lisa at 962-6299 or email
marthel@cwu.edu for more info.
FREE FACIAL CLASSES and
Info For Mary Kay, Great Hostess
gifts for having a class! Christine
933-2131

STIJ:D·~: NTS
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Just email your ad with your CWU email address to:

pagec@cwu.edu
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Central puts lockdown on postseason awards
by Pat Brown
Staff reporter
The
Central
Washington
University Wildcats ended the season
with a 26-21 road win against Western
Oregon. After starting 1-4, the
Wildcats won six consecutive games
to finish the season atop the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference with a
7-4 record and a 5-1 conference
record.
It was the defense that carried the
team through most of the season.
The Wildcats ranked third in rush
defense in all of NCAA Division II
football, giving up only 69 rushing
yards per game. Seniors Dustin

Hawkins and Jacob Galloway were
unanimous GNAC first team choices
and Mike Romero was a first team
selection as well. Senior Marlo
Airhart, the remaining starter on the
defensive line, was a GNAC second
.team selection.
Galloway was also named the
GNAC defensive player of the year.
He holds the school record for both
sacks and tackles for loss, and led the
nation in tackles for loss this year.
He is also a member of the Wildcat
Basketball team, whose season starts
next Saturday in Nicholson Pavilion.
Middle linebacker Blake Walker
was another all-conference, first-team
selection. Walker has been an all-

conference selection for four consecutive years and has earned GNAC
Defensive player-of-the-week honors
twice this season. He is Central's all
time leader in tackles and finished the
season with 100.
On the offensive side of the ball
senior running back Emilio Iniguez,
senior lineman Evan Picton and junior
receiver Brian Potucek, all were unanimous GNAC first team selections.
Senior lineman Zach Hubbell was
also named to the GNAC first team
squad.
"I was pumped, the whole strong
side of the line was all-conference,"
said Hubbell.
Potucek and Picton earned acade-

•
Holid<!L9ift .
G1veaway
Enter the Holiday Gift Giveaway for the chance
to win one of our four fantastic prizes! The last day to enter the
drawing is Dec. 7. Winners will be notified within 24 hours.
Gift Inspiration Stations at the University Store.
Visit each of our five stations for gift .ideas for mom,
dad, little ones, that special someone and many more!

Station merchandise will be specially discounted
starting at 25% off. Sale prices are good through Dec. 23.

400 East University Way, Ellensburg WA 98926-7449
509-963-1311or800-280-1186
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Your future is Central.

www .cwu.edu/........, store
ANEEO/TITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-2143

mic all-district honors with 3.27 and
3.69 GPAs, respectively. Junior
receiver Nate Brookreson also earned
academic honors with a 3.92 GPA, the
highest among the 24 student-athletes
selected. Brookreson also earned
second team GNAC accolades.
Sophomore safety Ryan Andrews was
the fourth and final person selected
for his academic performance.
Andrews also had two interceptions in
the final game of the year to earn himself GNAC defensive player-of-the week honors.
Holding everything together was
Head Coach John Zamberlin whose
football savvy earned him the GNAC
coach-of-the-year award. Zamberlin

Football
stuck to the fundamentals and won
games playing traditional smash
mouth style football, running the ball
effectively and dominating on
defense.
This was different from what had been done the past few years. They
didn't have to go to Bellingham
though, since they played Western in
the "Battle in Seattle." To save
money, they also took buses to their
road games instead of flying. The
long road trips contributed to their
struggles on the road. When a team
has to travel 1,398 miles to get to the
University of North Dakota's stadium,
it makes it harder to win a football
game.

